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Political and Social Awareness

Afganistan, over the past decade, has seen the peak of several waves of human crises that are often the result of forces of public administration, public service delivery, and employment. The current political and economic climate in the country has a direct impact on the country’s stability and security. The end-result of more than a decade of intense efforts to improve the political and economic governance in the country is the emergence of public services and delivery, jobs and employment. This is a direct result of forces of public administration, public service delivery, and employment. The current political and economic climate in the country has a direct impact on the country’s stability and security.

The efforts of the government and government’s employee to control the war and conflict by negotiating a political settlement have so far failed. However, the government and government’s employee have been suitable to place a suitable substitute for the perpetually insecure and economic political climate.

It would be naive to be too optimistic or pessimistic about the High Peace Council and what may or may not happen in the future. It has been deprived of any realistic and strategic vision and the very stakeholders who are supposed to lead the process do not have many factors without which peace efforts remain futile. As the government and government’s employee struggle for stability and the society becomes increasingly insecure, so does the country’s municipality and the vast administrative apparatus that is tasked with delivering the expectations of the people and the international community. Perhaps, the greatest failing of the state in Afghanistan in the post-9/11 era has been the incapacity and the inability of the government to effectively and efficiently deal with many of the multitudes of crises that have engulfed the country. It is one thing when you have a national leadership that gradually but efficiently takes the right decisive steps to overcome these challenges.

It is an all too common leadership that is incapable and unwilling to first recognize the problems and then adopt the strategies towards the gradual resolution of these challenges.

As the years and months pass by, the country becomes more insecure and the perception of the state’s even failu-

M uch has been said and written about the importance of achieving socio-political awareness and understanding. Among them the family, relatives, educational institution, peers, and many others. However, it is not possible to list all of them. An individual needs to make sure that he or she can have a role for the solution of the problems that are persistent in the society. He or she accepts them as they are and try to adjust among them. As a matter of fact, he hesitates to come out of his comfort zone.

This attitude needs to be changed. One of the most important steps in this regard is to have the courage to play a role within a society in a constructive manner. Solution-oriented attitude can play a tremendous role in this regard. An individual needs to make sure that he or she is not bound by the rules and regulations of the society. If he or she has certain principles and status, he or she has roles and responsibilities as well. He cannot neglect them and turn his face away from them. He has to face them, challenge them and even try to change for them better.

Now, it must not be unnoticed that a person from his birth does not possess enough understanding of the social roles and responsibilities. He or she has to be taught. There are different institutions and groups that can play a tremendous role in this regard. Among them, schools, colleges and universities, religious social circles, and religious institutions are the most dominant ones.

Unfortunately, different groups and institutions in our society have not been able to highlight the true worth of social life and existence. Individual, therefore, lacks the basic understanding and requirements of socio-political awareness. He or she is taught to live his life in the way that suits his individuality. Therefore, he or she proves to be a self- serving being, mostly considering his personal benefits and advantages everywhere.

In fact, the attitude that is required for being a vibrant member of the society is not nourished properly within an individual in our society. In most of the cases, an individual never realizes that he or she can have a role for the solution of the problems that are persistent in the society. He or she accepts them as they are and try to adjust among them. As a matter of fact, he hesitates to come out of his comfort zone.

For being socially aware it is necessary that an individual should either be influenced by them and influence them.

He or she should have the capacity to judge others and their actions as per the rules and regulations of the society. This role requires that an individual analyze the social and political decisions in the society on the basis of his or her knowledge.

An important way of achieving socio-political awareness is to have some political knowledge and understanding. An individual should know about the social issues and evils and try to play a role for the solution of problems that are persistent in the society. It is definitely easier to live in a lonely life and always be confined to one’s comfort zone. However, it is really important for socio-political awareness that an individual should know about the social issues and evils and try to play a role for the solution of problems that are persistent in the society.

It is also important for an individual, who desires to develop socio-political awareness, to get involved in these activities for feedback regarding his attitude and behavior.

Nonetheless, it should be kept in mind that the boundary between what is social and what is personal should never be violated as it is for feedback regarding his attitude and behavior.